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Introduction 

Under processing of the experimental results, obtained in 1993 on the setup EX

CHARM, the question was emerged about behaviour and level of magnetic field 

in the region where registering apparatus a.'nd targets were placed. The setup 

EXCHARM is a forward-spectrometer for investigation of hadrOn production of 

charmed particles and the indication of the narrow resonances in neutron- nuCleus 

interactions on the U-70 accelerator, at IHEP, Serpukhov, near Moscow. It is a fur

ther development of spectrometer BIS-2 [1]. The spectrometer includes the following 

basic eiements: the SP-40 magnet, proportional. chambers, a charged particJe identi

fication system, a Cherenkov shower detector, scintillation hodoscopes, an electronic 

system for event preselection and data acquisition. The schematic view of the setup 

is shown in fig.!. 
The spectrometer magnet is a dipole with external dimensions 450 x 323 x305 cm3 , 

with aperture 100x48 cm2 • The length of the magnet is 190 em and the working 

magnitude of magnetic field is 0.75 T. The schematic picture of the magnet is shown 

in fig.2. 
The Cherenkov shower detector-hodoscope is proposed for the registration and 

identification of electrons, positrons and gamma-quanta. 

The proportional chambers are used for tra~k reconstruction of the particles. 

Identification of charged particle momentum is very important proble~ and its 

solving is based on well knowledge of the magnetic field not only inside magnet 

but also in the regioll, where targets and other registering apparatus are placed. 

The measurements of the magnetic field components have been performed in aper

'ture of the magnet for -158cm :5 z :5 142cm. Experimental data are absent for 

lzl > 158cm 1 but this information is very_ interesting. For investigation of the mag

netic field distribution in the region of basic detectors·- proportiOnal chambers and 

near target T(z ""500cm) the computation of the SP-40 magnetic field has been 

performed by code MSFE3D [2]. For computing two methods were used: the finite 

element method (FEM) and the FEM with suggested new infinite elements. For ac

curacy control the computations were carried out on a sequence of three-dimensional 

meshes. In this paper the computed results are given and the numerical methods 

are described. The performed results can be used for the field behaviour estimate 

of similar spectrometer magnets. 

1 Using the finite element method 

We consider the differential formulation of the magnetostatic problem for two 

scalar potentials [3], total~ .P and reduced - </>. Let flp be a region with ferromag

netic material. We choose some region n, which contains nF. Let fo be a boundary 

of the region f1 and f2A = f2 \ f!p. r is a boundary between nF and ·oA.Thcn we. have 

equations 
diu(p'N); 0, xEf!Fi (I) 

z. 
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div(\11>) = 0, 

with 'the boundary conditions 

xE!lAi 

p(o,Pfon) = 81>/on- n·H5
, xEf; 

1/> = 1> + </>5 , xEf; 

1>,0, xEfo. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Function p = !'(i'Vl/>1) is given from the closed interval! S I'• S I' S I'" where I'• and 
p.* are known constants. Vector H 5 is computed by the Biot~Savart's law 

s !'OJ I H (xo) =- Jx\ll ldf:!s, 47r X- Xo 
Os 

where fls is a source region, J is a known vector of current density, p.o is . the 
permeability of free Space, lx- xal is the distance between points x and xo. Potential 
¢l is defined from the Laplace equation in the region nF 

D.1>5 (x) = 0, X E nF, 

with the boundary conditions 

o</>s·= -n·Hs, X E r, 
on 

Jn·H5 ds =0. 
r 

(6) 

(7) 

It is known that the generalized solutions of the formulated boundary value 
problems exist. The generalized solution of nonlinear problem (1)· (5) is unique, 
and the generalized solution of Neumann problem (6) · (7) is defined with constant. 
Finite element approximations converge to the exact generalized solutions. As a 
finite element fih we choose convex hexahedron. Let us divide n by the finite 
elements so that fi = unj 'ninnj = 0, when il=.j 1 supposing also, that every face of 
element fii is either a subset o.f f 0 , or a face of the other element, and the boundary 

r is formed by faces of the chosen elements. 
We introduce in space with Cartesian coordinate system related to variable ~ = 

(6,6,6), the linear shape functions N:', for cube [-1, 1]' 

N:',(l) = (1/8)(1 +o-ml~l)(l +<Ym26)(1 +<7m36), m = 1, ... ,8, 

where the coefficients CTmk are chosen as 1 or -1 so that N':n is equal to 1 in the vertex 
with number m and 0 in any other vertex. In view of that the cube (-1, 1}

3 
turns 

ifito the element fi; ·under the use of the transformation 

8 

Xk = "2: x{·m N~(O, k = 1,2, 3, 
m=l 

4 

where x{·m' k = 1, 2, 3 are coordinates of the element nj vertex with number m, the 
base functions Nm(l(x)),m = 1, ... 8 on element fl.i may be obtained. We shall find 
the solutions of the problems (1)-(5) and (6)-(7) in the form 

,P(x) = L >PiN,(x), xEfiF; 
j 

¢(x) = L¢iNifx), xEflA; (8) 
j 

1>5 (x) = L:1>JNi(x), xEfiF, 

where 1.fJJ,¢j,j = 1, ... ,i\tf and ¢J,j = 1, ... ,At/s are unknown potentials values ~n 
nodes of the space mesh, which is obtained as a result of partitioning the region n. 
Substituting the expressions for 1/; and ¢ from (8) into generalized formulation of 
problem (1)-(5) and taking the boundary conditions into account, we perform the 
equation 

L 1/>ij p\IN;·'VNidO + L 1/>i j 'VN, · \INidO + L 1>i j \IN;· \INidO = 
xJECl_p OF xJEr riA xJErlA O_.t 

= - j N,n . H 5 dS + L </>Jj \1 N, · \1 NidO, (9) 
r xJEr nA 

j = !, ... ,M. 

Potential ¢5 is found from the equation 

L 1>J j 'VN, · \INidO =- j N,n · H5 dS, 
xJe!}F OF r 

(10) 

j =!, ... ,Ms. 

Note that there is no need to solve this equation in whole nF, because H 5 = - '\1 ¢5 

is orthogonal to gradients of the functions which are equal to 0 on the boundary 
of !lF [4]. I.e. it is enough to solve equation (10) in some situated near boundary 
volume of the region, completing the boundary conditions. 

The integrals over regions f!F,nA in (9)- (10) are computed by summation of 
the. contributions from separate elements fl;. In such an element Jl is a constant, 
its argument is computed in the centre. The centre is the point, every coordinate of 
which is the arithmetic mean of coordinates of hexahedron vertices. 

Let us write the discretized system of the nonlinear algebraic equations (9)_with 
sparse matrix as 

F(tt)y = J, 1' = p(y). (11) 

Usually for solving such a system some linearization is used and then the finding 
of the solution of system (11) reduces to the sequential solving of the linear problems. 
General iterative scheme for solving the nonlinear equation (11) has the form 
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B Yn+t - Yn = -(FnYn _f), 
n Tn 

n = 0, 1, ... , (12) 

where yo, F0 , To are given. Two kinds of this process are usually used: 

1. Bn = Fn, Tn:=l; 

2. Bn = F~, where Fn' is· Jacobi matrix. 

We use iterative scheme (12) for En = Fn and TnE(O, 1]. The parameter Tn is 
chosen depending on behavior of ll on every iteration. Note that the general theory 
of the iterative process (12) for self-adjoint, positive definite operator F is given in 

book [5]. 
Independently of Bn form, the linearized system of equations on every iteration 

should be solved 
Az = b, (13) 

where A- symmetric, positive definite sparse matrix. Usually for this purpose the 
incomplete Cholessky decomposition with conjugate gradient method is used [6]. 
The special algorithms developed by authors in [7] are used for solving the equation 
(13) on the vector computer CONVEX C120. 

2 Infinite elements 

Let us use a more exact boundary condition than approximation (5). Let 

lim </> = 0, (14) 
r-oo 

i.e. the solution region of the problem extends to infinity. Usually ifi such cases 
infinite elements or boundary equations methods are used Or the probleiil is formu
lated in volume integral equation form [8]. There are some approaches to construct 
infinite elements [9]. We shall use the fact that for the Laplace equation in spherical 
coordinate system the solution of the Dirichlet problem has, for example, [10], the 

known form 00 in · 
¢>(r,8,<p) = L,; -;;+t'Y.(O,<p), 

n=O r 

(15) 

where spherical functions Yn are given by the formulas 

n 

Y.(O, <p) = L,;(<Xnk cos k<p + fJnk sin k<p)P!'l( cos 8), (16) 
k=O 

here p~k) are associated .Legendre functions. 
Let us circumscribe around the magnetic system some sphere with radius ro 1 the 

centre of the sphere is the same as the centre of the magnetic system. It is known, 
for example, [10], that for harmonic function </> the follGwing behaviour is valid 

6 

</>(x)- 0(
1
:

1
,) when lxl ~ oo, 

under the condition 

J ~~dt = 0, 
r 

where r is the surface of the sphere. 
For required solution outside: of this sphere the :epresentation 

</>(r,O,<p) = f(0 )"+1Y.(8,<p), 
n=l r 

is correct. Function Yo = 0 in view of symmetry of the magnetic system, the 
coefficients frnk and f3nk have the form: 

)
' 21l' 1l' 

<Xnk = (2n"+,1)(n:-:.k · j j ¢(ro,O,<p)P:(cos8)cosk<psin8d8d<p, 
0 0 

,, ' 
(2n+1)(n-k)!jj· k •• 

f3nk = 2r.(n + k)! ¢(1'o,O,<p)P.(cos8)smk<psm0d8d<p. 
0 0 

Note that every element of the sphere surface may correspond to the element of a 
cube surface, including the sphere and having the common centre with it. 

As infinite elements, we consider infinite regions formed by the rays, starting 
from rectangular elements of the cube surface and which are extension of the rays, 
starting from the sphere centre. In every such an infinite element the solution has the 
form (15). Find the approximation for solution </>(r,O,<p) convenient for numerical 
realization. Consider the case, when a cube face is the part of plane X3 = L = const. 
The other cube faces are considered by analogous approach. 

For the rectangular element of the chosen face, when xf ::.:; Xi ::; x~, i = 1, 2, we 
have 

4 

if>(x., x,, L) = L,; </>(xt, x~, L)(akXI + b,x, + CkXJX2 + d,)+ (17) 
k=I 

+0(6i + 6i), 

where according to bilinear representation 

~kl Kk2 a, = -(1 - -S,), 
261 6, 

Kkt Kk2 

Ck = 8;"6;' 
Here fori= 1, 2 the notations 

8i =X~- X~, 

7 

b = ""(1- l<kJ s) 
k262 6t 1

' 

d, = a,b,. 
Ck 

si = xt + xf, 

'~ 
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are used. Coefficients "'ki are chosen as 1 or -1 so that the bilinear function 

Afk = akXt + bkx2 + CkXtX2 + dk 

is equal to 1 in the vertex of the rectangular element with number k and 0 in other 
its vertices. 

On the other hand. according to (15),(16) for the infinite element we have: 

Let 

¢(r,O,<p) = "/;(awcos8 + <>n sin8cos<p + flnsin8sin<p)+ 
r 

+ 1~,6,3 sin' e sin 2<p) + 0(( ~ )3 ). 
r r 

ra. = L/ cosO, 

( 18) 

then from the condition of function continuity on the cube face as in form (15), and 
as in form ( 17), we get: 

It= r~, 
a,o = (1/ L) Lk=t ,P,d,, 
f3n = L1.-=t (fikbkl 

12 = r;, 
a:-11 = Lt.,1 ¢kak, 

{3, = (1/6) L:!=t ¢,c,. 

Substituting the obtained coefficients into (-18) and using the notations 

racosysinO = (Lfx3 )rt, ra.sincpsinO = (Ljx3)x2, 

we have the following approximation for infinite element: 
4 

<P(x)"' L <h((Ljx,)'a,x, + (L/x,) 3b,x, + (Ljx,)'c,x 1x, + (Ljx,) 2dk). 
k=l 

For the other cube faces \.,·e have 
4 

,P(x)"' L q,,((Ljx,)'a,x, + (Ljx,) 3b,x, + (L/x 2 )'c,x 1x3 + (L/x 2 )
2d,), 

k=t 

if a cube face is the part of plane x2 = L = const and 
4 

,P(x)"' L ¢•((Ljx,)3a,x, + (L/x 1 )'b,x, + (Ljx 1 )'c.x2 x3 + (Ljx,) 2dk), 
k=l 

if a cube face is the part of plane x 1 = L = canst. 
The elements of local matrixes for infinite elements are calculated by simple 

analytical formulas. 
Note that such an approach for construction of the base functions for infinite 

element allows one to raise the approximation order up to required accuracy degree. 
Of course, the inclusion of infinity by infinite elements, as inclusion of any sin

gularity, increases the matrix condition number. In such a ca.se the use of the 
preconditioning with the partial Gauss block elimination for the matrix block con
nected with the unknowns on the cube surface is recommended. Then the matrix 
condition number decreases [11]. 
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3 Computed results 

At first for the comparison with two-dimensional computations {12], magnetic 
field simulation in the magnet central part has been performed by means of code 
MSFE3D. Supposing that the winding is long enough and the ferromagnetic core is 
infinite along the axis OZ, it is possible to find such a current density and a mesh 
in plane XOY, which ensures with high accuracy the computed results accordance 
with the two-dimensional computations. Farther suppose, that on the plane XOY 
and all other planes, which are parallel to the plane XOY and are used in computa
tions, providing high enough accuracy meshes are chosen. Unde:r these assumptions 
the investigation of the approximate solution convergence along the axis OZ has 
been performed. Computations were carried out on a sequence of three-dimensional 
meshes. 

Let us present vectors Bt and B2, obtained as the result of solving the problem 
on the first and the second mesh accordingly, in the form 

B1 = P1W + g8(h\'>, h\1>, .. . h~l), 

B P B • p '(h(') h(2) h(')) 
2 = 2 + 20 1 ' 2 ' • • • m ' 

where P1 and P2 are the operators, projecting continuous vector-functions on the 
first and the second mesh; 8 is the error vector-function, hL .. . , h!n, i = 1, 2 are the 
meshes parameters of the quasi uniform partitions of these two meshes along the axis 
OZ. It means that the region along this direction is divided into m - 1 elements, in 
every of which the partition with the step hL 1 :5 k :5 m is carried out for i = 1, 2 . 

Suppose that the approximate relation is valid: 

J(h" ... hm),C1n + O(h'), where h = (I:~=1 h.)(m. 

Then for main error member we have approximate estimates on the first and the 
second mesh: 

;.(1) 

(B1 - P1B,) ;.<1> _ n<'l ,p1 C1h<
1
l 

h(') ~ (2) 
(P2B1- B2) <1> (')~P2C1 h . 

li -h 
Our calculations have shown that already for two meshes having 32000 and 42800 
nodes the estimate for the main error member is not more than 6 ·10-3

• 

All computed results are presented here in figures as the relations to the required 
magnetic field value Bo in the magnet centre, where Bo is equal to 0.75 T. The 
comparison of the computed ( 42800 nodes) and experimental curves for the relative 
main field component B,(z)(B0 , has shown ( fig.4) that inside the magnet the 
difference is not more than"' 10-3 • In this case the current is 144308 A. In fig.5 the 
computed and experimental results are presented for the relative main component 
of the magnetic field for x = 0 em., y = 19 em. 
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In figs.6-8 the field components at the end region of the magnet are given for y = 
0 em. The computations have shown that the absolute values of the field components 
B,/Bo and B,/Bo in this region are not more than 2,7% and 4% accordingly. 

In figs.9-16 the relative field components behaviour in the basic detectors (pro
portional chambers ) region is presented. The computations have been performed 
on the finite element mesh having 51840 nodes. As in these figures the difference 
between the computed results obtained by the FEM and by the FEM with the in· 
finite elements method is not practically observed, the field behaviour obtained by 
the second method only is given here. 

In figs.9-12 the relativ~ main field component By/Eo behaviour in dependence 
on x and z under the different values of y on boundaries of the detectors region is 
presented. 

In figs.l3,14 the relative component Bxf Bo in dependence on x for z = 167:5 em 
and in dependence on z for x = 93.6·cm under the different values of y is given. 

In figs.15,16 the relative component B,J B0 in dependence on x and on z is shown. 
As it is clear from these figures, all field components are smooth funCtions and 

rapidly decreasing with growth of z. With the growth of y the main field compo· 
nent changes the sign. The represented figures can be used for the field behaviour 
estimates of similar spectrometer magnets. 
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)KH)IKOB E .!1. H .o;p. 
Pac•n:-r Marnn-rnoro nonsr cneK-rpoMe-rpa 
B 06JI3CTH paC~OJIO)KeHH51 )l:eTeKTOpOB 

Ell-94-397 

llpnBo.o;l!Tcsr pes ynbTaTbl pac'leToB Marnn-rnoro nonsr cneK-rpoMe-rpa, n pe.o;Ha3Ha'leHHOI"O .D;Jil! HCCJie.D;OBaHHl! a.o;pOHHOI"O po>K.D;eHHl! O'lapoBaHHbiX '!aCTH[( ·n noncKa ysKHX pesonancoB " neli-rpoH-l!.D;epHb!X B3aHMo.o;eliCTBHl!X. OnncaHbl 
MeTO.rt;hl, HCll0Jib30B3HHble llpH paCl:leT3X; MeTO.z:t KOHel{HbiX 3JieMeHTOB H MeTO.l{ 
KOHellHbiX 3JieMeHTOB C paapa60TaHHhiMH HOBbiMH 6ecKOHellHhiMH 3JieMeH
T3Mlf. L(,..TSI KOHTpOJHI TOl{HOCTH pacqeTbl IIpOBO!(HJIHCb H3 HeCKOJibKHX llpOCTpaHCTBeHHhiX cerKax. Oco6oe BHHMaaHe y.n:eneao noae.n:eaHIO MarHHTHoro IIOJHI B o6JiaCTH paCITOJIOJKeHHl! OCHOBHbiX .D;eTeKTOpDB- ITpDITOpl(HOHaJibHbiX KaMep. lloJiy'leHHble pesyJibTaTbl MOryT 6b!Tb HCITOJib30BaHbl .D;Jll! Ol(eHKH ITOBe.D;eHHl! 
~arHHTHOfO ll0J1SI IIOXO)KHX CITeKTpOMeTpnqecKHX MarHHTOB. 

Pa6o-ra BbiiTOJIHena B Jla6opa-ropHH Bbl'IHCJIHTeJibHOli -rexnHKH H aBTOMaTH3al(HH 0115111. 

. TipenpHHT 06-be,~tWHeHHOfO WHCTHryTa Sl;:tepHbiX HCCJie;:toBaHHi1. J(y6Ha, 1994 

Zhidkov E.P. et al. 
Computation of the Magnetic Field of a Spectrometer 
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C9mputed results of the 3D magnetic field of a spectrometer intended for investigation of hadron production of charmed particles and the indication of the narrow resonances in neutron-nucleus interaction are presented. The methods, used in computations - finite element method and finite element method with suggested new infinite elements are described. For accuracy control the computations were carried out on a sequence of three-dimensional meshes. Special attention is devoted to the behaviour of the magneticfi"eld in the basic detectors (proportional chambers) region. The performed results can be used for the field behaviour estimate of similar spectrometer magnets. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Computing Techniques and Automation, JINR. 
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